Abstract-The rork in this paper is motivated hy the idea of using randomly deplnyed, ad hoc wireless networks of miniaturr smart sensors to serve ns distributed instrumentation. We argue that in such applicatinns it is important for the sensnn to seIS-nrganL~e in a way that optimizes network throughput. We then identify and discuss two main prnhlems of optimal selforganisation: (i) huilding an optimal topology, and (ii) tuning network access parameters such as the transmission attempt rate. We consider a simple random access model Sur sensor networks and formulate these prohlems as optimisation prohlenis. We then present centralized as well as distributed algorithms for solving them. Results shnw that the performance improvement is suhstantial and iniplenientation of such optimal self-organisation techniques may he rnrth the additional complexity.
1. INTRODUCTION 
Advances in microelectronics technology have made it
possible to build inexpensive, low power. miniature sensing devices. Equipped with a microprocessor. memory. radio and battery. such devices can now combine the functions of sensing. computing. and wireless communication into miniature sinart sensors.
Since smart sensors need not he tethered to any infrasmcttue because of on-board radio and battery. their main utility lies in being ad hoc. in the sense that they can be rapidly deployed hy randomly strewing them over a region of interest. This means that the devices and the wireless links will not be laid out to achieve a planned topology. During the operation. sensors would be difficult or even impossible to access and hence their network needs to operate autonomously.
Moreover. with time it is possible that sensors fail (one reason being battery drain) and cannot be replaced. It is. therefore. essential that sensors leain aboia each other and organise into a nehrork on their own. In the absence of a centralized control.
this whole process needs to be carried oul in a distributed fashion.
A smart sensor may have only mnlest computing power.
however. the ability to communicate allows a group of sensors to collaborate to execute ta more complex than just sensing and forwarding the information. as in traditional sensor arrays. Hence they may be involved in on-line processing of sensed data in a distributed fashion so as to yield partial or even complete results to an observer. thereby facilitating control applications. interactive computing and querying (U], [21.
[3], (41). It is this selforganising distribiited insrritmenturion aspect of sensor networks that we are interested in.
A distributed computing approach will also be energy efficient as compared to mere data dissemination since it will avoid energy consumption in long haul transport of the measured data to the observer: this is of particular imponance since sensors could be used in large numbers due to their low cost yielding very high resolutions and large volumes of sensed data. Further. by "arranging computations" among only the neighbouring sensors the number of transmissions will be reduced, thereby. saving transmission energy. A simple class of distributed computing algorithms would require each sensor to periodically exchange the results of local computation with the neighbouring sensors. The more frequently such exchanges can occur. the more rapidly will the overall computation converge. The more rapid the progress of the computation the faster the variations of the spatial process that can be tracked. 77ius. in this paper our goal 1s to stii@ optimal serorganisation of sensor netuorks from the point of v i m of optimizing their corririiitnication tliroiighpiprrt.
As an example. consider a scenario where sensors are randomly deployed in a geographical region to gather statistics of a spatial process; for example. the temperature of an environment. or the level of some chemical contamination. Suppose that the observer is interested in knowing the maximum value of the quantity being measured. Instead of each sensor sending its measurement to the observer, sensors can compute the maximum in a distributed fashion. and communicate only the result to the observer. A simple distributed algorithm for each sensor can be to collect measurements from its neighbours.
compare them with its local value and only forward the maximum of these values. The communication structure most suitable for such a computation is a spanning tree which sensors can form in a distributed fashion. Moreover. a sensor needs to transmit the local maximum to its parent only after it receives the corresponding values from its children. The algorithm ensures that the observer ultimately receives the maximum value in the network.
From this example. it is clear that the higher the communication throughput ofsensors, the more rapidly will the computation of the maximum proceed. thereby allowing the network to track the variations of the temperature or contamination with time. The example also shows that the network topology and the transmission protocol are critical factors that determine the communication throughput. It is in these two aspects that we study optimal self-organisation of sensor networks. To this end. we propose a simple mathematical model for sensor networks. Instead of limiting ourselves to a particular task. we consider a general distributed computation scenario in which sensnrs are continuously sampling and processing a spatiotemporal process. We investigate the problem of building an uptiiiial topolugx and tuning to an opriirial vaohre of channel access rate in our communication model. The model allows a concrete mathematical formulation of the problem, and is also sufficiently general so that the analysis can be applied or extended to other cases of interest. We then formulate the optimisation problems and present distributed algorithms for solving them. We also discuss the convergence and complexity issues in the algorithms.
Presently. the algorithms are synchronous. Thus. in relation to our model, their performance gain is the hest possible. Our results show substantial performance improvements hut at the cost of algorithmic complexity. However. compared with the performance gains, implementation of such self-organisation techniques may be worth the additional complexity. In this respect. our work should be seen as a step towards eventually understanding algorithms for self-optimizing sensor networks.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section I1 we review the previnus work in this area. Section 111 discusses the model and relevance of assumption to the real sensor networks. Section IV motivates the optimisation problems. The problem of optimal network topology is discussed in Section V and tuning to an optimal channel access rate in Section VI. Section VI1 follows with discussion and we conclude in Section VIII.
Proofs are sketched in the Appendix.
PREVIOUS WORK
Previous work on self-organisation of ad hoc networks has largely focused on topology formation hy discovering neighbours, and transmission scheduling. For example, [5] discusses a cluster formation algorithm (LCA) and a link activation algorithm based on the topology graph so formed. In [61. the DEA algorithm forms subnetworks and conflict-free schedules simultaneously in a step by step fashion. However. the generation of compatible schedules is a complex task particularly for large networks. Moreover. the graph-based scheduling suffers in network performance as shown in [7] . [SI dcscriks the SWAN protocol in which nodes maintain wireless links usin:! stringent power control thereby obviating the need for transmission scheduling. However, it does not address the problem of how nodes should choose their neighbours thereby setting the topology.
[9] presents a message efficient clustering algorithm for sensor networks. [IO] reports experimental performance studies of a self-configuring protocol for sensor networks. Specific protocols for self-organisation are discussed in [ l l ] .
The existing literature has emphasized mainly on protocol design without much attention to the performance of the resulting network organisation. Contrary to this approach we view peij'brinanrx optiiuisation as the objecri1.e for self organisorion; hence our algorithms are motivated by this goal. Ow formulations. we believe, are the first of their kind in this area. The model along with the analytical approach allows us to study trade-offs as well as performance gains involved in optimal self-organisation. We also suhstantiate our results by simulations. [Is] . We say that a transmission can be "decoded" when its signal to interference ratio (SIR) exceeds a given threshold1 0. The transmission range (denoted by Ro) is defined as the maximum distance at which a receiver can decode a transmitter in the absence of any co-channel interference. It thus follows that a receiver being within RO from a transmitter does not guarantee that it ' Giwn a modulation and codinp schzm. , 9 actually governs !he maximum hit crrur prohahilit). Fur narrow-hand sgstcms L? > I and for spread E P C C~~U~I I system A? < 1. 0-7803-8355-9M4/$20.00 QZLW IEEE. Time is slotted and channel access is random. i.e.. in each slot.
sensor i decides to transmit with probability ai and decides for A ~ 1 and 2 pc' , , j z .
1 oI 2m.
to receive with probability (1 - 
IV. OPTIMAL SELF-ORGANISATION: MOTIVATION
samples. along with the packets triggered by updates from the neighbours, form an arrival process into the queue (see Figure I ). Therefore. When a sensor network is processing a spatio-temporal process. to reconstruct the process in time. each sensor has to sample it at a specific rate (akin to a Nyquist rate). These R result i n a disconnected network. Note also from Figure 2 that. for a fixed X and R. there is a value of U which maximises pl". From this preliminary analysis. we conclude that sensors 0-7803-8355-9/04/$20.00 0 7 . 0 0 4 IEEE.need to form a network that is 'optimally connected'. and operated at an 'optimal attempt rate'. A precise formulation of these problems and their solutions is the objective of the following sections.
v. OPTIMAL NETWORK TOPOLOGY: OBJECTIVES A U U ALGORITHMS Let (7 denote a connected weighted graph with vertex set V (IVI = N ) . edge set E and weight function IY : E -R,.
The weight of an edge ( i : j ) E E is denoted by , w ( i , j ) . G can be a directed or an undirected graph. If G is directed, ( i : j ) denotes an edge outgoing tiom i to j and connectivity refers to strong connectivity. V, denotes the set of sensors: each element in V, is a triplet of the form ( i , i E {l> 2.. . . , N } is the sensor index. and 2; and yi are the x-coordinate and yi'oordinate of i respectively. This has been found to be true in practice (see [22] for details).
With these considerations, henceforth we take GRn to be a connected grdph.
Denote by Let he fixed and let for ( i : j ) E ER". pj(a) denote the probability of successful transmission from sensor i to j under -CY. Recall 
where. G,, is the set of all connected spanning subgraphs of G'. Gcs is nonempty since G E Gcs. maximises the measure $ over all connected spanning subgraphs of 6. We call G the
nia.Wiiriin awrage-ueighted spanning sribgraph (MAWSS) of
C. We will use the term MAWSS to also denote an algorithm for determining an MAWSS.
Each subgraph of G R~ specifies a network topology, i.e.: a ser of neighborirs for each sensor. Let &(G') (respectively ii;(G')) denote the set of neighbours (respectively the number of neighbours) of i in topology GI. Now for each i define.
Thus. hl,(G';
(1) eqirals f / i e fiiiie average thro~ighpnf of sensor i . We have used our assumption that in transmit mode a sensor transmits a packet tn one of its neighbours with probability q z q ' Let M(G',a) denote the network throughput. i.e.; the sum of individual sensor throughputs with topology specified by G'. Now if all sensors always have packets to send then nr (c'.e) . is the average saturation throughput of the network.
The discussion in Section IV. therefore. motivates the problem of choosing a network topology G' so that Al(G':a) is maximised.
Note that. the "out-degree" of a sensor in 6' is simply the number of its neighbours, i?<(G'). It. thus. follows by comparing (2) and (3) that for a fixed g if G' is a subgraph of GR,. and if for all ( Note that C,z is a random graph. In addition to noting ids of its neighbours. a sensor also coiiiits tlre nrriiiher of tiriies if received o yarlicirlur id; the larger this number. the higher is the probability of successful uansmission from that node to i . To make it precise. let Sij(71) denote the number of times sensor j successfully received i till time n . Then the following holds.
Proposition 5.3: Let 0 < C Y~ < 1 for each i . Then G,, -GR,? and e -p i j ( 2 ) with probability I .
The convergence of the discovery process is in itself an interesting problem since how fast G,, converges to GR" will depend on a. Practically, sensors will carry out the discovery process for either a pre-programmed number of slots. or during the discovery phase they will detect when the graph is connected and then stnp. For this discussion we will assume that either GR,, or a connected subgraph of it has been discovered and sensor i has an estimate o f p i i (~) for each 
B. Resrrlls
The setup is as explained in Section IV. 1000 sensors form a Poisson field on the plane with X = 1. In this set of results. we use the same value ill atteinpt probability for each sensor. Further. two "types" of a's need to be distinguished. 'The first; denoted by o:d, is the attempt probability sensors use while di$covering the topolop (subscript 'd' denotes discovery). We is connected at 500 slots and for ad = 0.01 it is connected at 1000 slots. Figure 3 shows G,oo (recall that G , denotes the discovered graph at slot t i ) and Figure 4 shows the MAWSS constructed from it for ct$ = 0.05; MAWSS here refers 10 the graph obtained lrom Algorithm I .
Once the topology formation is complete. sensors switch to an "operational value" of the attempt probability. Proposition 6.1: Let A,,,, denote the largest independent set in a given topology. Then which maximises the network throughput, is the one with cyi = 1 fnr all transmitters i E A,,,, and a; = 0 Sir the rest.
It is clear from Proposition 6.1 that il sensors are allowed to use different values of ais then the maximisation of average saturation throughput leads to a degenerate assignment. In addition. the "maximum calculation" example in Section I suggests that the overall progress of thc computation will he really limited by the lowest sensor throughput in the network. Therefore, an optimum exists for the MAXMIN problem (4) by Weiersuass Theorem. Since topology G is fixed, henceforth we suppress it from the notation. It is. however. assumed that al.: k 6 rjj. Moreover 
aaii ( g T h ) )
all (0) distributed computation approach as in the "maximum calculation" example discussed in Section I. and then letting the root distribute this value to all the sensors. The same approach will work since we have a "minimum calculation" problem at hand. rr(k) being the minimum value of Sensor throughputs. Recall that MAWSS is built using trees. Therefore. the computation will proceed efficiently using the underlying tree structure.
We assume that such a "computational tree" with a root has been built; we denote by C: % the children of sensor i in the tree. The distributed MMTAP algorithm proceeds in 6 j ( k ) . ~j ( k ) from each child j t (7, 7: set Uj(k) = { j : j t C: , U { i } , ~t .~( k )
Tne first example. as shown i n Figure 8 -is a network of 4 sensors symmeuically placed and operating with one neighbour each. 11 = 4: = 2> Ro = l m so that. V i Alt(a1:a2:a3,a4) = a i ( ] -ni+,)(l-ni+y). addition in the subscript being modulo 4. Note that sensor :I is an interferer of the pair ( l1 '2). It is also a primary interferer of Sensor ' 2 and an interferer of 1 since A l l ( . ) is decreasing in n3. It is easy to see that = (1/:3,1/:3: 1/3: 1/3) and A{* = 0.148.
(recall that At' denotes mini A'l.i(n*)).
Figure 6. and 7 show the variation of a . ;~ and mini A& (n) with the number of iterations in Algorithm 3. Recall that each iteration consists of three estimation intervals ( 7 ) . We have used T = 1000 slots. Adjacent point averaging has been done to show the trend in mint Mi(.). We choose (~( k ) = $-% and c ( k ) = +. Observe that within few iterations. the improvement in the performance is substantial. 
Itthus followsthatili istherootthen iii(k) isthe global minimum throughput and in Algorithm 3. S(k) equals . nerefore. at every sensor j . is the required estimate. We omit the details.
'~l~(~( k ) +~( k )~( k ) ) -, ;~~(~( k~~~(~)~( k l )
In this section, we study the performance of Algorithm 3 sensor 3 is a primary interferer for sensor 2, so is 9. Sensors 4 and 8 do not disrupt a transmission from 1 to 2 individually but together along with at least m e sensor from 5. 6 and 7 do. Thus. by Definition 6.2. 4. 5. 6 . i and 8 are interferers of sensor 1. for the set 1 shown in Table I . Observe that. within a few iterations. the performance gains are significant.
0-7803-8355-9/04/520.00 02004 BEE.
VII. DISCUSSION
It is essential that after their deployment. sensors organise into an optimal network as fast as possible. This is particularly true of the network topology. Our approximation algorithm for MAWSS uses branchings whose time complexity is known to be O(N') for dense networks ([231) . The time (and message) complexity of the distributed algorithm discussed in Section V-A.2 which finds N branchings also equals O ( N 2 ) ([?41) . This cost appears to be imperative for forming an optimal topology.
In return. as already seen. the performance gain is substantial (Figure 5) . Algorithm V-A.2 also constructs directed trees rooted at each sensor. which can be used in computational algorithms and for control information propagation; recall that, our MMTAP algorithm makes use of this fact. Our approach can be extended directly to a h-connected or a symmetric topology (if i has a link to j . j has to have the reverse link). Note that. symmetric topology problem is also NP-complete since MAWSS for undirected graphs is a special case of it.
An algorithm for this problem can be found in [28] . Learning an optimal is an important but much harder problem. Our algorithm is simple and makes use of measurements made locally. Its major complexity is in obtaining the estimates of partial derivatives of throughputs at each sensor. Stochastic algorithms are consuained by the "bias-variance dilemma" ([29] ). therefore. their convergence properties can be improved by careful selection of the parameters. In our examples. the starting points were chosen arbitrarily. Practically, a sensor can guess its primary interferers from the estimates of probability of successful transmission obtained during the discovery phase so that it is possible to find a good starting point for the algorithm to improve its convergence to the optimum. The most important point. however, is that the improvement within a few iterations is significant. So the network after achieving certain improvement or a target rate may stop executing the algorithm.
Interestingly. such algorithms can also he seen as a tool by which the l1eM~or.k slowly and continrroeslv keeps on irnprnving ifself. This aspect is particularly important because even if some sensors fail over time. Ihe remaining sensors can reconfigure themselves with such an algorithm. Note that, our algorithms arc measurement based hence it is be possible to extend our approach to other access schemes too. The other important advantage of stochastic algorithm is that the throughputs will be measured using the real Iransmissions. no special packet transmissions are required. Hence. there is no extra energy consumption. Further. they will work even in the presence of any energy saving techniques such as random sleep time and can account for energy constraints directly. for example. by upper hounding the attempt probabilities.
We designed algorithms so as to achieve optimal performance and found correspondingly higher algorithmic complexity. Our future work therefore. is to develop asynchronous algorithms with strictly local information exchange fur scalability. This paper lends support to any such effort since it shows a way to compute the global optimal performance against which the performance of other algorithms can be compared.
VIII. CONCLLlSlON
We viewed performance optimisation as the objective for self-organisation in sensor networks and argued that the rate at which a sensor network can process data in a distributed fashion is governed by its communication throughput; hence the self-organisation should be rl~ruirgliprrt uptinml. Using a simple model. we showed that the network topology and optimal uansmission attempt rate are the critical factors which determine the throughput.
We obtained the optimal topology by MAWSS formulation and discussed a distributed algorithm for it. This algorithm uses connectivity and probability of successful transmission information which can be obtained locally. It was seen in an example that such a topology gave almost five times the throughput of Ihe original topology. The overall progress of iterative computations in a sensor network is limited by the minimum of the sensor throughputs. Therefore. maximisation of minimum throughput is an important problem. We characterised the optimum attempt probabilities, MMTAP for this problem. The MMTAP were found to have an important throughput-equalizing property. We presented a synchronous distributed stochastic algorithm for driving a sensor network to the MMTAP. The algorithm uses local throughput measurements and yields substantial performance improvement even within few iterations.
The performance improvement is at the price o l algorithmic complexity. Itowever. this work shows thaL the performance gains from optimal self-organisation can be substantial and such techniques need to be considered during the protocol design. NP-completeness of MAWSS for directed graphs is established by noting that sTA (strong connectivity augmentation.
[311) is its special case. 
